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Special Families of Matrix Languages and 
Decidable Problems 
A. Mateescu * 
Abstract 
We investigate some variants of simple matrix grammars. It is proved 
that the equivalence problem, the inclusion problem and other problems are 
decidables for this families of grammars. It would be noted that all these 
problems are undecidable for the family of simple matrix grammars. 
1 Definitions and notations. 
For an alphabet E we denote by £* the free monoid generated by I! under the 
operation of concatenation, and A is the null element. The length of a string a G E* 
is denoted by |a|. The set of natural numbers is denoted by N. If n € N, n > 1, 
then [n] denotes the set {1,2, . . . n } . If n G N, n > 1, and <p : [nl —• N is a 
function, then <p is a n-function and \<p\ = If 6 = (<p, ip), wnere <p and ip 
are n-functions, then |0| = \<p\ + and 6i = jp(*) + t),t = 1 ,2 , . . . , n. 
In order to obtain certain subfamilies of matrix languages we consider a special 
case of simple (linear, regular) matrix grammars, see [4] p. 68, definition 1.5.1. 
Definit ion 1.1 Let n, k G N be such that i < k < n and let 6 = (<p,Tp) be a 
pair of n-functions. A (n,k, 9)-linear matrix grammar (Img) 'is a matrix grammar 
G = (V, E, S, P) of degree n, where V is the nonterminal alphabet, E is the terminal 
alphabet, S is the start symbol (S £ V U E) and P is a finite set of matrices of the 
following form: 
(i) (5 — A i A 2 . . . A „ ) , A\ G V, t = l , . . . , n 
(ii) (Ax — aiBipu...,An —* anBn0n),Ai,Bi G V, G E*, |a,| = 
#>(•'). №1 = *(•'). * = 
(iii) (Ai —• a i , . . . , A n —• an),A,- G V,t = 1 n,ak G E*, 0 < |afc| < 
\6\and ai = A for i ^ k,t = 1 n. 
A (n, k, 0)-linear matrix grammar is called (n, k, <p)-regular matrix grammar (rmg) 
iff 0(t) = 0 , t = 1,. . . ,»». 
We define the direct derivation relation = > and the derivation relation ==> as 
A G 
usually, see [3]. 
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The language generated is: 
L(G) = {tu|u> E E*, S ==> to} 
G 
Definition 1.2 The family of (n,k,6)-linear matrix languages is: 
LMn,k,e = {L\3G, (n, k, 0) - lmg and L(G) = L) 
and the family of (n, k, <p)-regular matrix languages is: 
X Mn,k,v = {L\3G, (n, k, <p) - rmg and L(G) = L) 
Remark 1.3 Let k be such that 1 < k < n, let 6 = (<p, ip) be a pair of n-functions 
and let E be an alphabet. We consider the following two alphabets: 
Ei = {[a]|a € E* and |a| = |Ö|} and Ej = {\P\\f3 E E* and \f)\ < |0|}. 
For every w E E* there exists and are unique two numbers p, r E N such that 
M = p|0| + r and 0 < r < |0|. 
It is easy to remark that there exists a unique decomposition of w: 
W = WiV>2 • • • w k - iu k Pv k w k + i . . . w n 
such that for any t = 1 n,i ^ *:, = p8i, |uJ = p<p(k),\vk\ = 
pi>(k), and |/91 = r. Let wk be the word ukvk. Then, there are the words 
*íy ) ,yjy ) É E = 1 such that l ^ l = *>(.'), |yiy)| = *(t) and ^ = 
x\1]x\2)... * ip )y|p ) . . . y f iy j 1 ) , for alii = 1 , . . . , n. Let z\j) be the word i j ^ y ^ . t = 
l , . . . , n , j = l , . . . p . 
Using the above notations we shall define the function 
* e ' k • E * — 
T?'*N = . . . . . . * < * > ] . . . . . . 
Note that for any 9, n and k, Tg'k is a bijective function. Let us consider an 
example. 
Example 1.4 We choose n — Z,k = 2,9 = (<p,é) where <p,ij> : [3] —» = 
1, <p(2) = 4,<p{3) = 1,^(1) = 2,V-(2) = 1,^(3) = 3 and let to be the word 
ai02...aao. Note that |0| = 12, |u;| = 30 and therefore p = 2 and r = 6. It re-
sults that: 
to = tt;iU2j9v2tU2, where : 
toi = a i . . . a « , U2 = a? . . . au,f} = a i s . . . 020, « 2 = « 2 1 0 2 2 1 = <»23 • • • 030-
Observe that: 
(1) (2) (i) 
z\ = aia6a6,zi = 030304,2} = a7...010022, 
(2) U) (2) 
2 3 = ° 1 1 • • • a 1 4 " 2 1 | Z 3 = °23®28®29®30» z 3 = ®24«2S026027-
Prom these remarks it follows that: 
( a i 5 . . . 0 2 o ] > 
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2 Special properties and closure properties 
The next two propositions prove the importance of the functions rg'k. 
Propos i t i on 2 .1 If G is a (n, k, 6)-linear matrix grammar, then there is a regular 
grammar G' such that: 
L(G') = r?'k ( IR (G) ) . 
Proof . Let G = (V, E, S, P) be a (n, k, 9) — Img and we define the regular Chomsky 
grammar, G' = (Vjf,Vr, S, P1), see also the notations of remark 1.3 
VN = VN U { 5 } , VT = E i U E 2 
and the set of rules is: 
{S —>(A 1 , . . . ,A„)|(S^Ai . . .A n )eP}u 
U {(Alt...,An) —+[a1p1...anpn]{Bu...,Bn)\ 
(Ai —» aiBifii,..., An — ctnBn0n) E P) U 
U { ( A i , . . . , A n ) —> [afc]|(i4i — • a i , . . . , An —• a „ ) 6 P where 
= A, for any t = 1 , . : . , n with t ^ k}. 
We can prove by induction on the length of the derivations, that: 
AiA2 . •. An ==> u1Biv1u2B2v2 ... unBnvn 
if and only if: 
(Ai,A2, . . . An) Tg'k (uiwiu2w2 • • • u n v n ) ( B i , B 2 , B n ) . 
From the above equivalence and from the definition of r£'k it follows easily our 
proposition. 
Now, we turn to the converse of proposition 2.1. 
Propos i t i on 2.2 Let k be such that 1 < k < n and let 6 = (<p, ip) be a pair of 
n-functions. If the language L,LC ETE2, is a regular language, then there is a 
(n,k, 9)-linear matrix grammar, G, such that: 
L(G) = tfk(L), 
where t)g'k is the inverse function of r£'k (see also the remark l.S). 
Proof . Let G' = (Vat, Ei U E^S ' .P 7 ) be a regular grammar such that L(G') = 
L. Without loossing of generality, we can assume that the nonterminal rules of 
P'yA —• aB, has the property that a € Ex and also we can assume that the 
terminal rules of P1, A — • a, has the property that a € E2 . 
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This assumption follows from the condition L Ç EJE2. We define the (n, k, 6)-
linear matrix grammar G,G = (V, E ,S ,P) where: V = Vu U { 5 } , with 5 a new 
symbol and the rules: 
P = {{S -^S\i:^))yj{{A-^alBpu...,A^anBpn)\ 
n 
IA — [aiA ... a„/?„|£ 6 /*, |a<| = *»(»), | = *(»), i = 1 n} U 
U { (A — • ax,..., A — » — • 0 E P1 E E2,at,- = A, 
%=l,...,n,x^k and ak = 0} 
It follows easily that L[G) = r)g'k(L). 
Remark 2.3 The propositions 2.1 and 2.2 are also true if G is a (n, k, <p) regular 
matrix grammar. 
Theorem 2.4 For every n,k E N, with 1 < k < n and for every pair of n-
functions, 0 — (<p, ip), the family CMn,k,e is closed under union, intersection and 
complement. 
Proof. The closure under union is obvious. Therefore, it is enough to prove the 
closure under complement. If L E £Mn,k,e,L Q E*, then the language Tg'k(L) is 
regular (Proposition 2.1). It follows that the language Lx = E^E2 — r2'k(L) is also 
a regular language and Lx Q EJE2. Prom the proposition 2.2 we deauce that the 
language r)g'k(Lx) is in £Mn,k,e• But, Tg'k is a bijective function and rjg'k is the 
inverse function of Tg'k. It is easily to observe that r)g'k(Lx) = E* — L = CL and 
therefore CL E £Mn,k,e-
Corollary 2.5 For every n,kEN, with 1 < k < n and for every n-function <p, 
the family Mn,ife,( is closed under union, intersection and complement. 
3 Decidable problems 
For a general discussion on decidable and undecidable problems in theory of matrix 
languages see the monography [3]. 
In the sequel we establish some decidable properties of the families CMn,k,e and 
Theorem 3.1 For every family LMntk,Bi following problems are decidable: 
(1) Equivalence (Lx = L2?) 
(2) Inclusion [Lx Q 1*2?) 
(S) Empty intersection (Lx n L2 = 0?) 
(4) Finite intersection (is Lj n L2 a finite set?) 
(5) Empty complement {CL = 0?) . 
(6) Finite complement (is CL a finite set f) 
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Proo f . 
(1) If Li,L2 E CMn.k.e, then the languages L\ = r^ (L,),t = 1,2 are regular 
languages (see proposition 2.1.). But Tg'k is a bijective function and therefore 
Li = ¿2 if and only if L\ — L'2. The last equality is decidable. 
(2) analogously. 
(3)-i4). If L i . i ^ E CMnikte, then L1CiL2e CMnik,e (see theorem 2.4). But, 
for the iamily of simple matrix languages the emptiness problem and the finiteness 
problem are decidable problems (see [3]). 
(5)-(6) If L E CMn,k,e, then CL E CMn,k,e (see theorem 2.4) and the proof 
follows like in the (3)-(4) cases. 
Corollary $.2 All problems from theorem S.l ore decidable for every family 
\,k,v 
Remark $.3 All problems from the theorem S.l are undecidable for whole family 
of simple linear (regular) matrix languages (see [8]). 
In what it follows we establish the relation between the families 
n,k,ip and the Chomsky families of languages. 
Obviously every family CMnxk,e is a proper subfamily of CM, the family of 
all simple matrix languages. It is well-known that CM. is a proper subfamily of 
C\, the family of dependent context languages (see [3], [4]). Therefore, for every 
n,k,EN,l<k<n and for every pair 0 of n-functions is true that CHn,k,e C Ci-
Consequently, it follows that RMn,k,<p C Ci for every n, k, E N, 1 < k < n and 
every ^function, <p. 
Theorem 8 A (i) the regular family of languages, C3, is a proper subfamily of 
every family ZMn,k,if>{C3 C ZMn,k,<p)-
(ii) C3 is a proper subfamily of every family CMn,k,e-(C3 C CMn,k,e)-
Proo f . Let L be a regular language, L E C3. There is a finite deterministic 
automaton, A = [Q,H,S,qi,F) such that L(A) = L. 
We shall describe only the main constructions. 
(i) We define a (n, k, y?)-regular matrix grammar, G = (V, E, S, P), such that 
L(G) = L. 
Let 5 be a new symbol and consider 7 = ( J x Q u { 5 } . The set of rules, P, is: 
(1) (5 —• (91, qi)[q2,92) • • • (?n, qn)), qi e Q, i = 1 , . . . , n, where qi is the initial 
state of A. 
(2) ((Pi,ri) —• ai(pi ,t i ) , (p2,r2 ) — • <*2(P2, t2),..., (p„, r„) —•<*„(?„, in ) ) . f o r 
every a,- E E* such that |ai| = <p(t), 5(r,-, a,) = i,-, and p,-,r,-,i, E Q for 
* = 1 
(S) ((?ii 92) —• A, (92,93) —• A , . . . , (qk, q'k) —• P,{qk+i,qk+2) —• 
A, . - . , (q n ,p ) —• A), for every /? 6 E* such that |/3| < \<p\,6{<&,P) = gk+i ,p€ 
F zndqiEQ,i= l,...,n,q'kEQ. 
One can prove that L(G) = L. 
(ii) Analogously, we define a (n, k, 0)-linear matrix grammar, G(V, E, S, P), such 
that L(G) = L. 
Let V be the set Q* U {5}, where S is a new symbol. The rules in P are: 
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(1') (5 — • qu si, 3i)(g2,92, a2) s2)... (qn, qn, an, sn)), for every qit s{ &Q,i = 
1 , . . . , n (gi is the initial state of A) 
(2') ((qi,Pi,8i,ri) — • a , (^ , t , , s l , u i ) f t ) , l < i < n for every a t e E* 
such that | ; = p(t), = V>(t), 6(ptl a<) = t ; ,£(r , ,A) = Ui, for every 
i i . P i i f i . € Q,t = l , . . . , n . 
It is not difficult to verify that L(G) = L. 
Corollary 3.5 For every family £Mn,k,e[JlMn,k,<p) the equivalence problem be-
tween an arbitrary language from the family and an arbitrary regular language is 
decidable. 
Proof . The proof uses theorem 3.4 theorem 3.1 (1) and corollary 3.2 (1). 
Remark 3.6 The above problem is also undecidable for the family of ail linear 
(regular) simple matrix languages (see [S], [4])-
For every n > 2, the family of context free languages, £2, is incomparable 
with any family £Mn,k,e or ZMn,k,v- This follows from the fact that the language 
L = {an&"|n > l }* is a context free language but L is neither a simple regular 
matrix language nor a simple linear matrix language (see [3]). 
4 Further questions ' 
For every families £b\n,k,$ °r one can prove specifically pumping lemmas 
or other properties. 
An interesting open problem arises from the following fact: 
In the case n = 1 the family £Mi,i,o is the same with the family £,ty, see [1] 
and [2). It is known, [5] and [6j, that if and £i<,j' Eire different families, then 
£i,i n £i'<}' = £3. 
R-om this remark in [5] and [6] it was found an important decidable problem. 
For n > 1 this problem: "if the families £Mn,k,e and £Mntk,e, are different 
families, then £Mn,,k',9l n £Mn,k,gt— £z° is an open problem. Analogously, this 
problem is open for the families xMn,k,p-
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